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HURRICANE CLASSIC COLLECTION

White/Gold/Silver/Bronze/Rosé 

Hurricane Lamps are hand-blown in Bohemia, home to the World’s best glassblowers. Every sample is one-
of-a–kind with it’s own unique variations, creating the most beautiful light possible. The ‘fire polished’ edge 
gives the lamp an even more personal feeling and the rough edge has become our quality trademark. The 
lamp is just as stunning during the day as it is during the night. 

Hurricane Lamps in Silver, Gold, Bronze and Rosé, are hand-painted in metallic colors. It gives the lamp a 
vibrant and very special transparent glow in lit conditions.

       White/Silver/Gold/Bronze/Rosé  
HURRICANE SMALL     RRP € 59
7,5 cm in diameter 9 cm high     
minimum order 12 pcs
    
HURRICANE MEDIUM    RRP € 210
14 cm in diameter 18 cm high    
minimum order 4 pcs

HURRICANE LARGE     RRP € 325
19 cm in diameter 28 cm high.    
 
HURRICANE LILY     RRP € 325
16 cm in diameter 43 cm high.    
 
HURRICANE EXTRA LARGE    RRP € 475
22 cm in diameter 36 cm high.     
 

HURRICANE CANDLE LARGE   RRP € 10
5 cm i diameter and cm, 18 cm high.    
Burn time 40 hr  
16 pcs in a case pack

RRP 18/19
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HURRICANE CRYSTAL COLLECTION

Crystal Clear/Crystal Black

Crystal collection is our most prestigious lamps in 100% Bohemian crystal, magnificently cut by skilled 
bohemian craftsmen. Their design of the deep cuts is somewhat anarchic, but playing on the vintage 
design and formality of cut crystal as we know it. Black crystal is extremely exclusive since its only 
melted occasional times a year.

     Crystal Clear             Crystal Black   
HURRICANE CRYSTAL SMALL         RRP € 90             RRP € 125
8 cm in diameter 9 cm high    
minimum order 6 pcs

HURRICANE CRYSTAL MEDIUM      RRP € 390            RRP € 690
14 cm in diameter 18 cm high  
minimum order 4 pcs

HURRICANE CRYSTAL LARGE RRP € 850  RRP € 1.450 
19 cm in diameter 28 cm high  

HURRICANE CRYSTAL LILY              RRP € 850     
16 cm in diameter 43cm high  
 
HURRICANE CRYSTAL XL              RRP € 1.550    
ca 23 cm in diameter 36 cm high  
(no holder) 
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HURRICANE SODA

Hurricane Soda is made by old traditional craftsmanship, by adding sodium carbonate during the 
manufacturing process, bubbles appears inside the glass. The lamp is completely unique and no lamp is the 
same as the next. The lamp gets its individual character with many bubbles or just a few, which then form a 
specific pattern, unique to that one particular lamp.

     

HURRICANE SODA    WHITE, PINK, BLACK, AQUA, LEMON 

10 cm in diameter 12 cm high   RRP € 99
minimum order 4 pcs      

HURRICANE SODA LARGE   WHITE, PINK 
19 cm in diameter 28 cm high            RRP € 195
minimum order 4 pcs      
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HURRICANE BOULE

Skogsberg&Smart’s Hurricane Boule is blown in Bohemia, home to the world’s most renowned glass blowers, 
and will be an addition to the classic collection. Hurricane Boule is available in clear glass, amber and smoke 
blue. Every peice is unique and handblown and we make it in 4 standard colors and from now and then in 
limited editon colors.

     
HURRICANE BOULE             CLEAR, AMBER, SMOKEY BLUE, GREEN    
     
10 cm in diameter 12 cm high   RRP € 90
minimum order 4 pcs    
     

 

HURRICANE BOULE             LIMITED EDITION COLORS

10 cm in diameter 12 cm high   RRP € 95
minimum order 4 pcs     
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HURRICANE ARABESCATO

Our new lamp, Hurricane Arabescato is inspired by the italian premium marble Arabescato - a classic Ita-
lian marble exhibiting thick black veins on a white background, synonymous with opulence and luxury.
Arabescato goes with contemporary or traditional interiors and always looks fantastic. Similar to a marble 
slab, not two Hurricanes are alike, ensuring every piece is truly unique. Through a series of steps, opal glass 
is dressed in carbon powder and flakes of opal glass, and then beautifully coated in layers of clear glass. It is 
available in two sizes, medium and large, and makes a fantastic addition to our existing collections.

HURRICANE ARABESCATO MEDIUM     RRP € 135
(mimimum order 4 pcs)         
10 cm in diameter, 12 cm high  

HURRICANE ARABESCATO LARGE     RRP € 225
(mimimum order 4 pcs)        
19 cm in diameter, 28 cm high  
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HURRICANE CANDY COLLECTION

Hurricane Candy is hand-blown and It is available in five different color schemes.  The idea is to make 
endless combinations of colors in your home. For Hurricane Candy, the surface is clear glass and the 
color is embedded within the glass. This gives the Hurricane Lamp a vibrant and very special glow in 
lit condition.
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HURRICANE CANDY COLLECTION

SKY SEA CLOUD  

CHARLOTTE CHARMAINE CORDELIA

LEEK SAGE  PARSLEY  

HURRICANE LAMPS CANDY BLUES
Cloud, SSHURRS030 
Sky, SSHURRS031 
Sea, SSHURRS032 
(case pack 6 pieces/color) 
             
    
HURRICANE LAMPS CANDY GREENS
Leek, SSHURRS039
Sage, SSHURRS040
Parsley, SSHURRS041
(case pack 6 pieces/color)

HURRICANE LAMPS CANDY SANDY
Chocolate, SSHURRS042
Fudge, SSHURRS045
Vanilla, SSHURRS044
(case pack 6 pieces/color)

HURRICANE LAMPS CANDY ROSE
Charlotte, SSHURRS033 
Charmaine, SSHURRS034 
Cordelia, SSHURRS035
(case pack 6 pieces/color)

        

RRP € 59  

CHOCOLATE FUDGE VANILLA  

HURRICANE CANDY 
minimum order 6 pieces
ca 8 cm in diameter ca 9 cm high
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HURRICANE DROPS 

Silver/Gold/White

These drops are a true pieces of art. The drop literally pours out of the metallic pole and comes 
in metallic lustre of gold, silver and opal-white. Every piece is one-of-a kind. Hand blown  and hand 
painted in Bohemia, home to the best glass blowers in the world.

Each drop hangs from nickel-plated brass pole in 3 pcs x 30 cm sections and ceiling cup approx. 7 
cm high.  Hurricane Drop is half transparent and come in three sizes.

HURRICANE DROP SMALL    RRP € 1400
29 cm in diameter x 28 cm high    
Weight 5kg
Chrome rod 3 x 30 cm

HURRICANE DROP MEDIUM            RRP € 2400
26 cm in diameter x 50 cm high    
Weight 8kg
Chrome rod 3 x 30 cm

HURRICANE DROP LARGE                RRP € 2880
38 cm in diameter x 66 cm high    
Weight 10 kg.
Chrome rod 3 x 30 cm
              

RRP 18/19
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HURRICANE ELECTRICS

Silver/Gold/White

The HURRICANE ELECTRIC is half transparent in silver and gold or glowing  in opal white glass.  
It hangs of a 90 cm nickle plate brass rod (brass for the Hurricane Electric Gold).  
The rod is dividable every 30 cm or can also be custom made to your need. 
The glass part is 42 cm high and 19 cm in diameter.

HURRICANE ELECTRIC    RRP € 600
16 cm in diameter and 43 cm high   
Nickel plated brass rod 3 x 30 cm
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HURRICANE TABLE LAMPS     

Silver/Gold/White

An amazing drop based table lamp of the impressive kind, 100 % handmade and all in beautiful hand-
craft glass. The shade is resting on three chrome-descried arms coming from the centre of the lamp. 

Every piece is one-of-a kind. Hand blown  and hand painted in Bohemia, home to the best glass 
blowers in the world.  Table lamp is lustred in Silver and Gold., the lamp is also available in opal milky 
white.

HURRICANE TABLE LAMP   Silver   RRP € 2880
Shade measurment 38 cm  Gold    
Glasspart measurment 30 cm  White   
Total height of lamp 85 cm
 


